ITEM NO. | SIZE & DESCRIPTION                                      | MANUFACTURER          | SPEC. NO.                   |
---      |---------------------------------------------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------------|
1        | DOUBLE STRAP BRONZE OR DOUBLE STRAP STAINLESS STEEL FOR C-900 SERVICE SADDLE 2" I.P. | FORD MUELLER SMITH BLAIR | SEE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 15057 |
2        | 2" BRONZE CORPORATION STOP - BALL VALVE TYPE I.P. THREAD X F.I.P. | JONES MUELLER FORD | SEE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 15057 |
3        | 2" BRONZE ADAPTOR MALE X I.P. SWEAT.                     | SEE SPECIFICATIONS | |
4        | 2" COPPER TUBING                                         | REDDING MUELLEN | SEE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 15057 |
5        | 2" 90° BEND. COPPER - SWEAT X SWEAT. SEE NOTE 7 DETAIL W-1, W-2 | REDDING MUELLEN | SEE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 15057 |
6        | METER BOX WITH TRAFFIC LID                               | EISEL BROOKS BOX      | W437MB 37MB LID W437CI 37-T |
7        | 2" BRASS MIP X 2 1/2" M FIRE THREAD WITH CAP             | SEE SPECIFICATIONS | SEE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 15057 |
8        | 2" M.I.P. X SWEAT COPPER ADAPTER, AS NEEDED              | SEE SPECIFICATIONS | SEE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 15057 |
9        | 2" BALL VALVE                                            | JONES FORD            | SEE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 15057 |
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